Barum summer tyres
Bravuris 2
The economical high performer for powerful cars.
Feature
Optimized tyre
contour and modern
silica tread compound

Effect

Customer benefit

Optimized ground
pressure distribution
for reduction of the
abrasion

High mileage
performance

Speed symbol
H/V/W/Y

Tyre width in mm
185-265

Rim size in inches
14-20

Tyre cross-section
Serie 65-35

Bravuris 4x4
For SUV the best combination for security, activity, quality and price.
Feature
Extra-flat tyre
contour, stiff tyre
design

Customer benefit

Effect
Reduced slip, even
ground pressure
distribution

High mileage
performance

Speed symbol
S/T/H/V

Tyre width in mm
205-265

Rim size in inches
15-18

Tyre cross-section
Serie 55-80

Brillantis 2
Makes driving and saving fun for compact vehicles.
Feature
Asymmetrical tread
pattern with solid
outer shoulder

Customer benefit

Effect
Increased lateral
stiffness in the outer
shoulder lugs

Greater safety during
critical steering
manoeuvres

Speed symbol
T/H

Tyre width in mm
135-195

Rim size in inches
13-15

Tyre cross-section
Serie 55-80

Vanis
A round deal – the economical all-rounder for vans.
Feature
Tread pattern with
wide circumferential
grooves

Speed symbol
T/H/Q/R
Rim size in inches
14-16

Effect
Fast water
displacement
outwards

Customer benefit
Excellent aquaplaning
resistance

Tyre width in mm
165-235
Tyre cross-section
Serie 60-80

Good tyres. Good deal.

Barum winter tyres
Polaris 3
Claws firmly in the snow.
Feature
‘Snow catcher‘ along
the longitudinal
grooves

Effect

Customer benefit

‘Snow catcher‘ stops
the snow from
slipping through the
groove

Optimised setting-off
and braking in snow

Speed symbol
T/H/V

Tyre width in mm
135-255

Rim size in inches
13-18

Tyre cross-section
Serie 80-45

SnoVanis
Very safe driving. Very good savings.
Feature
High number of sipes
and edges
Flat contour through
flat tyre belt

Effect

Customer benefit

Better grip on snow
and ice
Reduces deformation
and slip

Shorter braking
distances on wet
roads
High mileage
performance

Tyre width in mm
165-235

Rim size in inches
14-16

Tyre cross-section
Serie 60-80
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Speed symbol
Q/R/T

Good tyres. Good deal.

